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This is a Walker’s Low Nepeta or cat mint.  It is located on 

the west side of an old milk house.  I’ll shear it down after 

its first bloom and it will re-bloom throughout summer.  Its 

job is to choke out weeds.  It does not spread by rhizome, 

but clippings need to be cleaned up to prevent excessive 

spreading.    

This is a daylily and iris border extending for 25 to 40 feet in front of the 

arborvitae.” .  In July the Iris will be gone and the daylilies will bloom in 

shades of pale yellow to orange.   

Peggy sent these pictures taken early June before the hot dry wind and weather hit.  Sending pictures feels a little like I’m bragging.  Because of all the 

May rains my gardens were really pretty early this month.  After the windy hot dry weather followed by vacation and rains, the place looks like a 

wasteland turned jungle.    (Notation from Karin—I doubt very much if her gardens look neglected now because it seems she has chosen the right plant for the right 

place and heaven help the weed when Peg gets ahold of them.) 
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Caesar’s Brother Siberian Iris and Lemon Lilies blooming on 

northeast corner of old milk house.  I love this combination.  

The front border is a low growing yellow sedum.  It takes 150 

feet of hose to reach this area.  These plants are required to be 

tough enough to survive dry spells  

This pot is one I put together with plants purchased from Hummingbird 

Nursery (formerly known as Sugar and Spice).  It sits on the West side of 

the garage on the driveway. It can be an extremely hot sunny location, 

but does have easy access to water.  These are all annual plants.  

Euphorbia is used as airy filler.  The geraniums were selected because of 

the leaf color.  They have small orange flowers.  My trailer is the yellow 

plant.  There is red colored grass in the center of the pot that will be tall 

and full by fall and provide interest until Thanksgiving.  Because they are 

annuals and selected for on year’s interest, I didn’t record their names.  


